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Streaming, Sharing, Stealing 2017-08-25
how big data is transforming the creative industries and how those industries can use lessons from netflix amazon and apple to
fight back the authors explain gently yet firmly exactly how the internet threatens established ways and what can and cannot be
done about it their book should be required for anyone who wishes to believe that nothing much has changed the wall street
journal packed with examples from the nimble footed who reacted quickly to adapt their businesses to laggards who lost empires
financial times traditional network television programming has always followed the same script executives approve a pilot order
a trial number of episodes and broadcast them expecting viewers to watch a given show on their television sets at the same time
every week but then came netflix s house of cards netflix gauged the show s potential from data it had gathered about
subscribers preferences ordered two seasons without seeing a pilot and uploaded the first thirteen episodes all at once for
viewers to watch whenever they wanted on the devices of their choice in this book michael smith and rahul telang experts on
entertainment analytics show how the success of house of cards upended the film and tv industries and how companies like amazon
and apple are changing the rules in other entertainment industries notably publishing and music we re living through a period
of unprecedented technological disruption in the entertainment industries just about everything is affected pricing production
distribution piracy smith and telang discuss niche products and the long tail product differentiation price discrimination and
incentives for users not to steal content to survive and succeed businesses have to adapt rapidly and creatively smith and
telang explain how how can companies discover who their customers are what they want and how much they are willing to pay for
it data the entertainment industries must learn to play a little moneyball the bottom line follow the data

Winner Takes All 2009-03-10
it s a great drama on the greatest stage wynn kerkorian and loveman represent three opposing business personalities three
styles of achieving success on the vegas strip they re pitted against one another like gladiators and we ve got front row seats
kapow po bronson author of what should i do with my life sin city bright lights high stakes and no sleep home to some of the
world s grandest flashiest and most lucrative casino resorts las vegas with its multitude of attractions draws some forty
million tourists from around the world every year but vegas hasn t always been booming at the level it is today this newest
influx is largely a result of three competing business moguls meet kirk kerkorian steve wynn and dr gary loveman men who couldn
t be more different from one another yet share the same tunnel vision determination to conquer the city that feeds the world s
fantasies no longer just a go to city for gambling as a result of kerkorian wynn and loveman working to reach the top and to
top one another las vegas is now home to restaurants run by some of the world s top chefs some of hollywood s biggest stars
headlining their own venues galleries featuring some of the world s most valuable art and meta resorts boasting the largest and
most expansive casinos spas and more having had personal access to these men wall street journal reporter christina binkley



gives us a never before seen up close look at the trio of tycoons whose high stakes gambles have made sin city soar sharp
insightful and revealing this is the gripping story of how billions of dollars and the unparalleled drive for power made the
personal visions of three moguls evolve from dreams to larger than life reality

Web2.0ストラテジー 2008-11
オライリーのweb2 0公式解説書

コーヒーとサンドイッチの法則 2008-12-18
仕事があり 忙しい でも儲からない こう感じる人は必読 ビジネスマンなら誰でも手に入れたい利益そのものを正面から解説した1冊 利益増加を邪魔するものと利益を増やす方法が見えてくる

Competing on Analytics 2007
in competing on analytics the new science of winning thomas h davenport and jeanne g harris argue that the frontier for using
data has shifted dramatically leading companies are doing more than just collecting and storing information in large quantities
they re now building their competitive strategies around data driven insights that are in turn generating impressive business
results their secret weapon analytics sophisticated quantitative and statistical analysis and predictive modeling supported by
data savvy senior leaders and powerful information technology jacket

戦略マップ　［復刻版］ 2014-02-13
１つの地図に集約できるから優れた戦略が見えてくる キャプランとノートンによる名著がより読みやすく より正確に改訳されて復刊

The Ownership Quotient 2008-12-09
hundreds of large organizations worldwide have used the groundbreaking service profit chain to improve business performance now
the ownership quotient reveals the next generation of the chain customer and employee owners of your business employee owners
exhibit such enthusiasm for their organization that they infect countless customers with similar satisfaction loyalty and
dedication customer owners are in turn so satisfied with their experience that they relate their stories to others persuade
them to try your product and provide constructive criticism and new product ideas as a new generation of managers has been



changing the way that products and services are designed and delivered authors heskett sasser and wheeler have followed the
evolution of this new ownership model case studies from companies as diverse as harrah s entertainment ing direct build a bear
workshop and wegmans food markets bring home the central principle of engagement and showcase ways to raise the ownership
quotient among both your employees and your customers with the authors decades of consulting and research paving the way you ll
learn to identify your customer owners consistently exceed their expectations in ways they truly appreciate and foster measure
and grow the ownership quotient throughout your company an organization that learns how to cultivate an ownership attitude
creates a self reinforcing relationship between customers and front line employees the lifetime value of a customer owner can
be equivalent to that of more than a hundred typical customers and that makes the lifetime value of an employee who can promote
customer ownership priceless this powerful and practical book shows you how to add that value to your company and delight your
employees customers and investors is your organization ready to make the transition to an ownership state of mind

Lean and Mean 1997-07-11
is big business on its way out the author shows that the big firm is alive and well and becoming more flexible and efficient he
makes the case that although smaller companies have an important role to play long term economic growth lies with the country s
largest global companies

Precision Marketing 2012-05-03
marketers around the globe are recognizing that increasing customization and precision is critical to their commercial success
rather than devoting marketing budgets to mass campaigns precision marketers are mining customer data for predispositions and
propensities to spend in order to target buyers in more sophisticated ways where all communications are targeted and relevant
to each individual recipient precision marketing will help you to develop the perspectives capabilities and skills necessary to
deliver these more powerful marketing results drawing on case studies from companies such as fiat amazon tesco and ing
precision marketing shows how today s leading performers are beginning to recognize identify and capitalize on many of the
concepts of precision marketing to set themselves apart and reach a whole new level of growth

Unions, Employers, and Central Banks 2000-04-13
focuses on important political economic changes in industrialized countries namely unemployment and inequality



Small Firms and Entrepreneurship 1993-03-11
this book analyses the relative importance of small firms in industrial economies it brings together a series of studies
spanning a spectrum of selected countries in developed western nations and eastern europe to identify the exact role of small
firms and how this role has evolved a striking result which emerges is that a distinct and consistent shift away from large
firms and towards small enterprises has occurred within the manufacturing sector of all western countries while the role of
small firms in eastern european nations has been remarkably restricted and indeed all these countries have experienced a shift
away from small firms it is clear from this analysis that a major challenge for political and economic reform in central and
eastern europe is to create the strong entrepreneurial sector which exists in the west

Collaborate or Perish! 2012-01-17
in collaborate or perish former los angeles police chief and new york police commissioner william bratton and harvard kennedy
school s zachary tumin lay out a field tested playbook for collaborating across the boundaries of our networked world today
when everyone is connected collaboration is the game changer agencies and firms citizens and groups who can collaborate bratton
and tumin argue will thrive in the networked world those who can t are doomed to perish no one today is better known around the
world for his ability to get citizens governments and industries working together to improve the safety of cities than william
bratton at harvard zachary tumin has led senior executives from government and industry in executive sessions and classrooms
for over a decade burnishing a global reputation for insight and leadership together bratton and tumin draw on in depth
accounts from fortune 100 giants such as alcoa wells fargo and toyota from masters of collaboration in education social work
and the military and from bratton s own storied career among the specific strategies they reveal start collaboration with a
broad vision that supporters can add to and make their own rightsize problems and get value in the hands of users fast get the
right people involved from sponsors to grass roots make collaboration pay in the right currency whether recognition rewards or
revenue today companies and managers face unique challenges and opportunities in reaching out to others thanks to the
incredibly connected world in which we live bratton and tumin provide practical strategies anyone can use from the cubicle to
the boardroom this is the ultimate guide to getting things done in today s networked world

What Stays in Vegas 2014-09-02
the greatest threat to privacy today is not the nsa but good old american companies internet giants leading retailers and other
firms are voraciously gathering data with little oversight from anyone in las vegas no company knows the value of data better



than caesars entertainment many thousands of enthusiastic clients pour through the ever open doors of their casinos the secret
to the company s success lies in their one unrivaled asset they know their clients intimately by tracking the activities of the
overwhelming majority of gamblers they know exactly what games they like to play what foods they enjoy for breakfast when they
prefer to visit who their favorite hostess might be and exactly how to keep them coming back for more caesars dogged data
gathering methods have been so successful that they have grown to become the world s largest casino operator and have inspired
companies of all kinds to ramp up their own data mining in the hopes of boosting their targeted marketing efforts some do this
themselves some rely on data brokers others clearly enter a moral gray zone that should make american consumers deeply
uncomfortable we live in an age when our personal information is harvested and aggregated whether we like it or not and it is
growing ever more difficult for those businesses that choose not to engage in more intrusive data gathering to compete with
those that do tanner s timely warning resounds yes there are many benefits to the free flow of all this data but there is a
dark unregulated and destructive netherworld as well

Three Ways to Capsize a Boat 2010-05-25
three ways to capsize a boat is travel writing at its best crackling with chris stewart s zest for life irresistible humor and
unerring lack of foresight chris stewart had a long and eclectic list of jobs from some of the most glamorous careers he was
original drummer in genesis to the more offbeat a sheep shearer and circus performer he had done it all or almost all so when
he is offered the chance to captain a sailboat in the greek islands one summer something he had never done before he jumped at
the chance even though he d never actually sailed before so begins the hilarious and wild adventures of three ways to capsize a
boat from setting the boat on fire not once but several times in the aegean sea to his not so grand arrival in spetses to meet
the owners of the boat who says it isn t graceful to plow into the docks as a means of coming to a stop stewart quickly catches
the sailing bug by the end of the summer as he is facing the dreary prospect of going back to sheep shearing he jumps at the
chance to be part of a crew to follow viking leif eiriksson s historic journey across the atlantic ocean from coming to terms
with the long cold nights at sea and unchanging cuisine to battling intense seasickness and managing to go to the bathroom
during a massive storm a lot harder than you d think stewart keeps his good humor but learns in the end that perhaps the best
things in life are worth coming ashore for

Analytics and Big Data: The Davenport Collection (6 Items) 2014-08-12
the analytics and big data collection offers a greatest hits digital compilation of ideas from world renowned thought leader
thomas davenport who helped popularize the terms analytics and big data in the workplace an agile and prolific thinker
davenport has written or coauthored more than a dozen bestselling books several of these titles are offered together for the



first time in this curated digital bundle including big data at work competing on analytics analytics at work and keeping up
with the quants the collection also includes davenport s popular harvard business review articles data scientist the sexiest
job of the 21st century 2012 and analytics 3 0 2013 combined these works cover all the bases on analytics and big data what
each term means the ramifications of each from a technical consumer and management perspective and where each can have the
biggest impact on your business whether you re an executive a manager or a student wanting to learn more analytics and big data
is the most comprehensive collection you ll find on the ever growing phenomenon of digital data and analysis and how you can
make this rising business trend work for you named one of the ten masters of the new economy by cio magazine thomas davenport
has helped hundreds of companies revitalize their management practices he combines his interests in research teaching and
business management as the president s distinguished professor of information technology management at babson college davenport
has also taught at harvard business school the university of chicago dartmouth s tuck school of business and the university of
texas at austin and has directed research centers at accenture mckinsey company ernst young and csc he is also an independent
senior advisor to deloitte analytics

Beyond the Broker State 2002-03-01
focusing on anti chain store legislation beginning in the 1930s and on the establishment of federal small business agencies in
the 1940s and 1950s jonathan bean analyzes public policy toward small business beyond the broker state challenges the long
accepted definition of politics as the interplay of organized interest groups mediated by a broker state

Small Business Policy and the American Creed 2000-03-30
sandra m anglund examines the american national government s small business assistance policy from the passage of the small
business act of 1953 onward she traces the heritage of the policy and shows how american core values those often referred to as
the american creed contributed to shaping that policy anglund points out that the american national government is in the
business of promoting small business government agencies help entrepreneurs develop small businesses through a wide range of
programs providing financial assistance such as loans government contract assistance including set asides and management and
technical support unlike government programs for farmers and big businesses which are usually invisible to the citizenry small
business aid programs are extremely and intentionally visible congress declared the policy of aiding small business and
launched the contemporary era of small business assistance programs in the small business act of 1953 in this study anglund
traces the heritage of the small business act probes influences on small business and enactments of the 1953 1997 period and
show how american core values those often referred to as the american creed contributed to shaping small business policy and to
the support it received scholars students and researchers involved with public policy political culture business politics and



history and economic development will find this study of particular interest

High Stakes 2015-06-16
what the explosive growth of legalized gambling means socially politically and economically for america forty years ago casinos
were legal in just one state today legalized gambling has morphed into a 119 billion industry established in all but two states
as elected officials are urging voters to expand gambling s reach the industry s supporters and their impassioned detractors
are squaring off in prolonged state by state battles millions of americans are being asked to decide are the benefits worth the
costs with a blend of investigative journalism and poignant narratives of gambling addiction award winning journalist sam
skolnik provides an in depth exploration of the consequences of this national phenomenon in high stakes we meet politicians
eager to promote legalized gambling as an economic cure all scientists wrestling with the meaning of gambling addiction and
players so caught up in the chase that they ve lost their livelihoods and their minds

Too Big to Ignore 2013-03-05
residents in boston massachusetts are automatically reporting potholes and road hazards via their smartphones progressive
insurance tracks real time customer driving patterns and uses that information to offer rates truly commensurate with
individual safety google accurately predicts local flu outbreaks based upon thousands of user search queries amazon provides
remarkably insightful relevant and timely product recommendations to its hundreds of millions of customers quantcast lets
companies target precise audiences and key demographics throughout the nasa runs contests via gamification site topcoder
awarding prizes to those with the most innovative and cost effective solutions to its problems explorys offers penetrating and
previously unknown insights into healthcare behavior how do these organizations and municipalities do it technology is
certainly a big part but in each case the answer lies deeper than that individuals at these organizations have realized that
they don t have to be nate silver to reap massive benefits from today s new and emerging types of data and each of these
organizations has embraced big data allowing them to make astute and otherwise impossible observations actions and predictions
it s time to start thinking big in too big to ignore recognized technology expert and award winning author phil simon explores
an unassailably important trend big data the massive amounts new types and multifaceted sources of information streaming at us
faster than ever never before have we seen data with the volume velocity and variety of today big data is no temporary blip of
fad in fact it is only going to intensify in the coming years and its ramifications for the future of business are impossible
to overstate too big to ignore explains why big data is a big deal simon provides commonsense jargon free advice for people and
organizations looking to understand and leverage big data rife with case studies examples analysis and quotes from real world
big data practitioners the book is required reading for chief executives company owners industry leaders and business



professionals

Hard Facts, Dangerous Half-Truths, and Total Nonsense 2006-02-14
the best organizations have the best talent financial incentives drive company performance firms must change or die popular
axioms like these drive business decisions every day yet too much common management wisdom isn t wise at all but instead flawed
knowledge based on best practices that are actually poor incomplete or outright obsolete worse legions of managers use this
dubious knowledge to make decisions that are hazardous to organizational health jeffrey pfeffer and robert i sutton show how
companies can bolster performance and trump the competition through evidence based management an approach to decision making
and action that is driven by hard facts rather than half truths or hype this book guides managers in using this approach to
dismantle six widely held but ultimately flawed management beliefs in core areas including leadership strategy change talent
financial incentives and work life balance the authors show managers how to find and apply the best practices for their
companies rather than blindly copy what seems to have worked elsewhere this practical and candid book challenges leaders to
commit to evidence based management as a way of organizational life and shows how to finally turn this common sense into common
practice

Winner Takes All 2018-11-06
from pulitzer prize winning journalist and culture critic christina binkley comes an updated edition of her new york times
bestselling account of sex drugs and the rise of las vegas with a new prologue on the rise and fall of steve wynn the strip
home to some of the world s grandest flashiest and most lucrative casino resorts las vegas with its multitude of attractions
draws millions of tourists from around the world every year but sin city hasn t always been booming modern vegas exists largely
thanks to the extraordinary vision and remarkable hubris of three competing business moguls kirk kerkorian dr gary loveman and
steve wynn and in the wake of metoo revelations not all empires survive having had personal access to all three tycoons binkley
explains how their audacious efforts to reach the top and to top one another shaped the city as it stands she takes us inside
their grandest schemes their riskiest deals and the personalities that drove them to their greatest successes and their most
painful defeats in this updated edition she reveals the inside story of how steve wynn the winner who took all ultimately lost
everything twice sharp insightful and revealing winner takes all is the gripping story of how billions of dollars and the
unparalleled drive for power turned dreams into larger than life reality it s a great drama on the greatest stage wynn
kerkorian and loveman represent three opposing business personalities three styles of achieving success on the vegas strip they
re pitted against one another like gladiators and we ve got front row seats kapow bestselling author po bronson



The Power of Habit 2012-02-28
new york times bestseller this instant classic explores how we can change our lives by changing our habits named one of the
best books of the year by the wall street journal financial times in the power of habit award winning business reporter charles
duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that explain why habits exist and how they can be changed
distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take us from the boardrooms of procter gamble to the
sidelines of the nfl to the front lines of the civil rights movement duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature
and its potential at its core the power of habit contains an exhilarating argument the key to exercising regularly losing
weight being more productive and achieving success is understanding how habits work as duhigg shows by harnessing this new
science we can transform our businesses our communities and our lives with a new afterword by the author sharp provocative and
useful jim collins few books become essential manuals for business and living the power of habit is an exception charles duhigg
not only explains how habits are formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good financial times a flat out great read
david allen bestselling author of getting things done the art of stress free productivity you ll never look at yourself your
organization or your world quite the same way daniel h pink bestselling author of drive and a whole new mind entertaining
enjoyable fascinating a serious look at the science of habit formation and change the new york times book review

The American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies 2020-02-27
this bibliography first published in 1957 provides citations to north american academic literature on europe central europe the
balkans the baltic states and the former soviet union organised by discipline it covers the arts humanities social sciences
life sciences and technology

In Data We Trust 2012-08-02
is it really possible for credit card companies to predict a divorce long before the couple in question know the end is nigh
absolutely all the information the companies need is already at their fingertips the days of marketing professionals relying on
gut feeling are long gone and intelligently analysed data streams make forecasting customer behaviour straightforward as
businesses all over the world fight hard and long for customer spend it s the ones who transform data into smart data that will
win the day as data crunch pioneers such as google amazon and walmart have shown written by a team of experienced marketing
experts this enlightening book describes the revolutionary change in the marketing environment in recent years provides
fascinating case studies and gives indispensable advice on smart use of customer data it is an essential read not only for



every marketing professional but everyone wondering what happens to their personal information once it s out there

InfoWorld 1992-08-24
infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates
people companies and projects

The Almanac of American Employers 2008 2007-10
includes information such as benefit plans stock plans salaries hiring and recruiting plans training and corporate culture
growth facilities research and development fax numbers toll free numbers and internet addresses of companies that hire in
america this almanac provides a job market trends analysis

Think for Yourself 2020-06-16
we ve outsourced too much of our thinking how do we get it back have you ever followed your gps device to a deserted parking
lot or unquestioningly followed the advice of an expert perhaps a doctor or financial adviser only to learn later that your own
thoughts and doubts were correct and what about the stories we ve all heard over the years about sick patients whether infected
with ebola or covid 19 who were sent home or allowed to travel because busy staff people were following a protocol to the
letter rather than using common sense why and how do these kinds of things happen as harvard lecturer and global trend watcher
vikram mansharamani shows in this eye opening and perspective shifting book our complex data flooded world has made us ever
more reliant on experts protocols and technology too often we ve stopped thinking for ourselves with stark and compelling
examples drawn from business sports and everyday life mansharamani illustrates how in a very real sense we have outsourced our
thinking to a troubling degree relinquishing our autonomy of course experts protocols and computer based systems are essential
to helping us make informed decisions what we need is a new approach for integrating these information sources more effectively
harnessing the value they provide without undermining our ability to think for ourselves the author provides principles and
techniques for doing just that empowering readers with a more critical and nuanced approach to making decisions think for
yourself is an indispensable guide for those looking to restore self reliant thinking in a data driven and technology dependent
yet overwhelmingly uncertain world



Branding Governance 2007-05-07
branding governance challenges traditional thinking on brands bestselling author nicholas ind and cross cultural communications
expert rune bjerke expose the flaws in a marketing led approach to brand building and offer in its place a highly participative
organization wide process that delivers fulfillment to employees and value to customers drawing on a wide range of sources they
show that the key to a participatory approach is that customers and other external audiences must join managers and employees
as active participants in defining and developing the brand this requires the relationship between organization and customer to
be one of trust respect and authenticity

American Corporate Economy 2002
in introducing this reader comprising three dozen articles and critiques in organizational sociology handel sociology u of
wisconsin madison overviews definitional issues over the term organization as viewed by rational theories and open systems
theories starting with classic theories of bur

The Sociology of Organizations 2003
casino women is a pioneering look at the female face of corporate gaming based on extended interviews with maids cocktail
waitresses cooks laundry workers dealers pit bosses managers and vice presidents the book describes in compelling detail a
world whose enormous profitability is dependent on the labor of women assigned stereotypically female occupations making beds
and serving food on the one hand and providing sexual allure on the other but behind the neon lies another world peopled by
thousands of remarkable women who assert their humanity in the face of gaming empires relentless quest for profits the casino
women profiled here generally fall into two groups geoconda arguello kline typical of the first arrived in the united states in
the 1980s fleeing the war in nicaragua finding work as a las vegas hotel maid she overcame her initial fear of organizing and
joined with others to build the preeminent grassroots union in the nation the 60 000 member culinary union becoming in time its
president in las vegas the hottest union city in america the collective actions of union activists have won economic and
political power for tens of thousands of working nevadans and their families the story of these women s transformation and
their success in creating a union able to face off against global gaming giants form the centerpiece of this book another group
of women dealers and middle managers among them did not act fearful of losing their jobs they remained silent declining to
speak out when others were abused and in the case of middle managers taking on the corporations goals as their own susan
chandler and jill b jones appraise the cost of their silence and examine the factors that pushed some women into activism and



led others to accept the status quo casino women will appeal to all readers interested in women gambling and working class life
and in how ordinary people stand up to corporate actors who appear to hold all the cards

CIO 1994-10-15
provides a historical perspective for understanding the exponential growth of casinos in the united states since 1990 by
telling the story of atlantic city new jersey since the 1970s this work uses oral history to focus on the human stories of the
region in addition to the broader story of economic and social impacts

Casino Women 2011-09-01
this comprehensive resource includes an international panel of contributors who are leading academics and practitioners in the
field their combined wisdom has created the most authoritative and up to date source for new ideas tools models and
contemporary practices in leadership development this unique series is a world class resource for all practitioners teachers
and students of leadership development topics include trends in leadership development learning methods how leaders learn
special challenges and innovations leadership development for the board of directors ensuring learning transfer and application
creating post program learning communities creating the business case for leadership development embedding learning at work
accelerating the leadership development of hi potentials developing global leaders note cd rom dvd and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of ebook file

Gambling on the American Dream 2015-10-06
a market research guide to the entertainment and media industry it contains trends statistical tables and an industry glossary
it also includes one page profiles of entertainment and media industry firms including addresses phone numbers executive names

The 2008 Pfeiffer Annual 2009-01-20
this book will help you sort through america s giant corporate employers to determine which may be the best for corporate
employers to determine which may be the best for you or to see how your current employer compares to others it has reference
for growth and hiring plans salaries and benefits women and minority advancement industries locations and careers and major
trends affecting job seekers



Plunkett's Entertainment and Media Industry Almanac 2008 2008
the astonishing story of benny binion a rip roaring saga of murder money and the making of las vegas benny binion was many
things a cowboy a pioneering casino owner a gangster a killer and founder of the hugely successful world series of poker blood
aces tells the story of binion s crucial role in shaping modern las vegas from a texas backwater binion rose to prominence on a
combination of vision determination and brutal expediency his formula was simple run a good business cultivate the big boys
kill your enemies and own the cops through a mix of cold bloodedness native intelligence folksiness and philanthropy binion
became one of the most revered figures in the history of gambling and his showmanship shrewdness and violence would come to
dominate the vegas scene veteran journalist doug j swanson uses once secret government documents and dogged reporting to show
how binion destroyed his rivals and outsmarted his adversaries including j edgar hoover as fast paced as any thriller blood
aces tells a story that is unmatched in the annals of american criminal justice a vital yet untold piece of this country s
history

The Almanac of American Employers 2007 2006-10
faith in the free market the idea that profit seeking managed care companies will improve the health care delivery system has
become a hot topic in the public policy debate but as joel blau demonstrates in this splendid work so called free market
programs have been a dismal failure here he launches a far reaching assault on the idea that the market knows best he looks at
recent reforms in nafta education job training welfare and much more showing that the new social policies have made matters
worse and calling for a stronger more caring government to counter the debilitating effects of the market he also urges the
development of the broadest possible political alliances to ensure economic security sure to raise controversy this book turns
today s conventional wisdom inside out making a profound case for the importance of a strong government in a world where
markets do not have all the answers

Blood Aces 2014-08-14
from 1940 to 1989 nearly every hotel on the las vegas strip employed a full time band or orchestra after the late 1980s when
control of the casinos changed hands from independent owners to corporations almost all of these musicians found themselves
unemployed played out on the strip traces this major shift in the music industry through extensive interviews with former
musicians in 1989 these soon to be unemployed musicians went on strike janis mckay charts the factors behind this strike which
was precipitated by several corporate hotel owners moving to replace live musicians with synthesizers and taped music a



strategic decision made in order to save money the results of this transitional period in las vegas history were both long
lasting and far reaching for the entertainment industry with its numerous oral history interviews and personal perspectives
from the era this book will appeal to readers interested in las vegas history music history and labor issues

Illusions of Prosperity 2001-05-03
praise for marketing champions much has been written about the importance of using marketing principles and tools effectively
but we ve paid far less attention to how marketing works within an organization and how marketers can better interact with
other prime movers in their companies this book really delivers on this much neglected subject sounding a wake up call to
marketers everywhere on how to exert their influence and improve their contribution to cash flow philip kotler s c johnson
distinguished professor of international marketing kellogg school of management northwestern university the authors understand
that marketing is now the most important force within an organization if you can figure out how to coordinate the rest of your
colleagues this book shows you how seth godin author of small is the new big this leadership guide is a must read for every
executive who wants to understand the crucial connection between marketing and bottom line results warren bennis distinguished
professor of business administration university of southern california and author of on becoming a leader the best marketing
leaders are those who can harness the power of the enterprise not just lead the marketing team this book will give you the
ability to align and inspire the entire company jerry noonan spencer stuart

Played Out on the Strip 2016-04-12

Marketing Champions 2006-10-11
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